
SPA OPERATION
The pump status indicator should show red to indicate that power is available to controller and electronic
switch.

Fill bath with water to the level indicated by the bath manufacturer or to at least 40mm above the jets.
The pump status indicator should turn green.

If the indicator does not turn green with the water level at the correct level press the pump button. The
motor will run for 5 seconds as an aid to prime the system. If the condition persists then the plumbing
should be checked to see that it is not contributing to an air lock. The plumbing should be installed in
accordance with AS3861.

When the pump indicator shows that water is present, pressing the pump switch will activate the pump
and heating. The pump indicator will show yellow and the heating indicator will light while reaching and
maintaining temperature. A further press will turn heating off and leave the pump running. The pump
indicator will now show green. One more press will stop the pump.

When the bath is drained the status indicator will revert to red to show power availability and no water.

AIR MASSAGE OPERATION
The pump status indicator must indicate green for sufficient water before air system will work. Fill bath
the same as for Spa operation.

Pressing either of the Low/High buttons will start the blower. The blower always starts at almost full
speed. Pressing and holding either the Low or High button will decrease or increase speed respectively.
The blower indicators will show the direction of blower speed.

Pressing both buttons together will start the massage oscillating cycle with the blower ramping up and
down.

To stop the air blower a short press on either button is required.

AUTO SANITISING

An automatic clean up cycle of the air ways will occur 5 minutes after the bath has been emptied of
water. The blower will restart and run for 10 seconds before shutting down. The status indicators flash
during the 5 minutes to indicate this action.

SAFETY TIMER

The safety timer will shut the spa/air system down after 30 minutes of continual operation. Repressing the
control switch will restart. The System will only operate for 5 seconds if there is insufficient water to
operate.
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